
C A B I N E T

Antonin  Artaud

     Artaud’s final notebooks have an exact duration: from the fixed- point 
of his arrival in Paris on 26 May 1946, until that of his death in the early 
hours of 4 March 1948. Simultaneously, their process is momentary, and 
infinite. But a last notebook exists, and last words are inscribed on the 
last page Artaud used: a fragment on page eleven of the 406th notebook, 
leaving blank the facing page, and all of the remaining pages, each quad-
rilaterally divided, and red-margined. Those words, from the night of 3-4 
March, appear almost incidental, ending Artaud’s work on the notebooks 
as though a great deal more still had to be done, and intimating, too, that 
those last words recapitulate an obsessively repeated preoccupation (al-
ready multiply repeated, and requiring yet more repetition, in the future, 
in order for its impact to be felt), in the form of an accusation of corporeal 
assault inflicted upon Artaud, who writes, in extremity: 

the same individual
returns, then, each
morning  (it’s another)
to accomplish his
   revolting, criminal
   and murderous, sinister
   task which is to
 maintain
a state of bewitchment in
   me
and to continue to
   render me
      an eternally
   bewitched man
etc etc 
    (trans. Barber)

The text (the last page has no image) gives out in perpetually-extended 
anger, but is barriered by the subsequent pages’ void space.

…
     The mass of notebooks is carried through and raised by the eruptive return to poetry after 
years of psychiatric internments, electroshocks, imposed hebetude, physical deprivations and 
harrowing sufferings. This return is the expression of an unbounded revolt and the scouring of 
everything that regulates existence, channels it, socializes it. 
     From now on Artaud is the great ignited who, far from escaping his ignition, makes it his 
tongue. 
     He is, he says, the one who speaks the tongue of his own incendiarism. 
     He is on fire and he uses his burning to convey its state and, through that state, intensify its 
humaneness. He is the spectator of his flesh prey to the flames, a spectator not really distant but 
distant enough to see himself from high above, dancing on his own flame while his hand traces 
in a single movement the act that burns and the vision that feeds the blazing. 
     His hand traces the verbal graph of this double occupation, it doesn’t write, it records the 
phenomenon at its speed. It doesn’t write something legible, but something alive, and in the 
moment, and in the state, and such that it bursts out, screaming. 
     The writing form of the notebooks is the imprint of Artaud’s haste, an incendiary living his 
fire. Thus they could only have been ‘written’ that way – in that writing that responds to im-
pulses and not to calligraphy. The sense is in the movement before being in the articulations of 
the sentence. 
   Compare that to the edited volumes: the mass of writing has become texts clearly set, with a 
considerable body of notes. The illegible has become legible. Is it a betrayal? 
     The savagery has only changed appearance to meet the needs that require that a book is a 
book, with a format, pages assembled, lines stacked on each other. From the very first words, 
a scream rises, intact, brutal, gasping for air. Far from having been diminished, domesticated, 
normalised by the book, it is even more naked in our head because it lingers less in our eyes. It 
is no longer graphic, and consequently specific, it is textual and mental, in other words, acces-
sible to all. 
     Artaud is there with a violence forever returning, a body forever imposthumous. 
     Im-posthumable! 
…

Excerpt from Bernard Noël’s Artaud et Paule
trans. Paul Buck & Catherine Petit

Excerpt from Terminal Curses
Stephen Barber
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  Artaud’s writing 
becomes a suspen-
sion of the present. 
Like the notebook, it 
is the blueprint for an 
apocalyptic form of ex-
pression that has yet to 
materialise, or, to use 
the expression that re-
occurs throughout his 
work, is always ‘not 
yet’ (‘pas encore’). 
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Ivry 13 juillet 1947
[after the date the text is dictated to Colette Thomas]
Colette Thomas va vous lire un des
derniers textes sur le théâtre que j’ai
écrits ici à Paris depuis ma sortie 
de l’Asile de Rodez
Et où j’ai tenté certains prolongements 
sonores particuliers,
mais qui n’ont rien à voir avec un 
rituel.

Le Rituel c’est quand l’homme a déjà
trouvé et fixé,
anatomiquement,
sa circulation sanguine;
Et qu’il a,
dans l’air,
l’air de plusieurs compressions atmos-
phériques,
définitivement canalisé et situé
ses cris de sang.
Avec le théâtre de la Cruauté
rien de pareil.
Il ne peut plus y avoir de rite,
parce qu’il n’y a pas encore l’idée.

L’acteur lance sa veine d’air,
de plus en plus profondément,
de plus en plus férocement.
Dans les convulsions anatomiques
de l’atmosphère,

mais ce qui justement caractérise
les syllabes lancées dans cet affreux
élan,
c’est qu’elles ne peuvent prendre
toute leur valeur de perforation
[here the pen returns to Artaud’s hand]
toute la jouissance de
sarclage, de coagulation
de dissolution...

Excerpt from Cahier 323
selected by Samantha Marenzi 

Ivry 13 July 1947

Colette Thomas is going to read you one of the
last texts on theatre that I 
wrote here in Paris since my departure 
from the Rodez asylum
And in which I attempted some specific 
sound prolongings,
that have nothing to do with a 
ritual. 

The Ritual is when man has already
found and fixed,
anatomically,
his blood flow; 
And when he has,
in the air,
the air of several atmospheric com-
pressions,
definitively channelled and placed 
his blood cries.
With the theatre of Cruelty
nothing like that. 
There can no longer be a rite,
because the idea is not there yet.

The actor throws his vein of air,
more and more intensely,
more and more ferociously.
In the anatomical convulsions
of the atmosphere,

but what precisely characterises 
the syllables thrown in that awful
impulse,
is that they can’t take
their whole value of puncturing
the whole jouissance of 
hoeing, coagulating,
dissolving…

Excerpt from Cahier 323
trans. Paul Buck & Catherine Petit

[Antonin Artaud, Cahiers d’Ivry, février 1947 – mars 1948, Tome II, Texte établi, préfacé et annoté par 
Évelyne Grossman, Gallimard, Paris 2011, pp.1377-1378]

Letter to Colette Thomas
trans. Paul Buck & Catherine Petit

      Ivry, 26 April 1947.

   Colette Thomas.

   I am bored.
   I am bored to death,
   and that without remission or possible recourse
   since forever
   mainly
   since 32, a certain day in September 1915 when on the verge 
   I Antonin Artaud
   of starting puberty, the whole world threw itself on me to take away 
from me that strength which by nature was about to explode within me.
   That’s to say Colette Thomas that all that concerns love and the heart 
   comes from me, 
   and me I am bored,

   I am not loved
   my heart was taken
   it was used
   to love
   others than me. 

   That’s to say that to give to sexuality what comes from pure love
   is to toss my heart
   mine, Antonin Artaud’s
   to the shithouse
   of nothingness. 

   I know that on top of that, as you’ve told Jacques Marie Prevel I can 
appear to you and to all to be a pain in the arse and a misery guts

   The truth Colette Thomas is that I am mutilated
   mutilated from life
   from the blood and forces from which
   everyone else
   except him (me) benefitted. – 

   You are free to carry on thinking I am an impossible man
   unbearable
   my wounds speak for me with
   the cross of
   Golgotha.
     Antonin Artaud

Draft of a Letter to Colette Thomas
trans. Paul Buck & Catherine Petit

      Ivry, 25 April 1947

   Is it really possible, Colette
   that me
   I tire you
   and that you end up talking about me as if I am any pretentious pain in the arse. – 
   I am hard to live with perhaps,
   but I thought to have, me, in so much pain
   at least your unfailing love
   your respect for me!
   If I don’t even have that, Colette, in this world, I have decidedly nothing left
   absolutely
        and
   decidedly
   nothing.
   I knew it
   but deluded myself with a kind of illusion
   the love of the beautiful little Colette
   Too bad – 
   I wanted all to burn without sparing anything.
   I will do it more cruelly, Colette
   for that sanction against the rebellious flesh 
   it’s me you know it
   who will apply it

Artaud
Portrait of Colette Thomas, 1947

  
Beaten, broken, 
annihilated, the 
skeleton has 
wasted its powers.
  I am the one who 
fed it.

The dead Daughter

                                                                                     Abroad, mid-December 1946. 
     I left France out of despair. 
 
     The human being is capable of supreme sacrilege on the human being – the one that is committed on unique love – for 
I am your unique love – and the sacrilege has been committed. 

     But you are stronger than love and that’s why I remain whole – intact – alive – although constantly trampled by death. 
    I loved you more than myself – I mean more than dead – and now I love you more than you love yourself – I mean 
more than ALIVE – and that, you alone know what it means and you alone will ever know. 

                                  from The Testament of the dead Daughter by René (Colette Thomas)

Letters from Colette Thomas
trans. Paul Buck & Catherine Petit

Monsieur Antonin Artaud
23, rue de la Mairie
Ivry-sur-Seine
Seine

Tuesday.

   Antonin Artaud. Antonin Artaud. What horrible torments as those of murdered love and living death. What 
horrible efforts as those of love creating while love created is devoured.
  ALIVE
   For indeed love doesn’t exist but myself?

(Note: Unsigned, undated, written on a Postal Service letter-card. Noticeably written in ink. It has been 
stamped to be sent by express delivery, but it has not been posted. There is no postmark.)

   An absolute and unique love which is not expressed and yet continues to exist. A torture.
   And not in dream. In reality truly. In reality absolute and unique.
   You are not ill, you are inspired. And I will not look after you, I will love you.
   I love you, Antonin Artaud.
   I ask you never to speak of me to anyone and not to tolerate if they speak to you of me, whoever it might 
be. For I am intact and this time I will die of it.

(Note: Draft of letter, undated, written in pencil.)

***



Ten years that the language is gone, 
that there has entered in its place 
this atmospheric thunder, 
    this lightning, 
facing the aristocratic pressuration of beings, 
of all the noble beings 
  of the butt, 
cunt, of the prick, 
of the lingouette, 
of the plalouette
   plaloulette 
   pactoulette,
of the tegumentary trance,
of the pellicle,
racial nobles of the corporeal erotic, 
against me, simple virgin of the body, 
ten years that I once again blew up the Middle Ages, 
with its priests, its judges, its lookout, 
  its priests above all, 
  its churches, 
  its cathedrals, 
  its vicars, 
  its white wafers.
How?
With an anti-logical
  anti-philosophical, 
  anti-intellectual, 
  anti-dialectical  
  blow of the tongue 
with my black pencil pressed down 
  and that’s it.

Which means that I the madman and the momo,
kept 9 years in a lunatic asylum for exorcistical and magical passes and
    because I supposedly imagined that I’d found a magic and that it was crazy, 
one must believe it was true,
since not a single day during my 3 year internment at Rodez, Aveyron, did      
    the Dr. Frèdiere fail at 10:30 AM, the visiting hour, to come and tell me: 
Mr. Artaud, as much as you may wish, Society cannot accept, and I am here 
    the representative of Society.
If I was mad in my magical passes, what did it matter to Society which could 
    not feel attacked or injured and had only to despise and neglect me. 
But the Dr. Frèdiere presenting himself as a defender of that Society and 
    entrusted to defend it must have recognized my so-called magical so- 
    called passes since he was opposing me with Society,
I therefore say that the dismissed language is a lightning bolt that I was 
    bringing forth now in the human act of breathing, which my pencil 
    strokes on paper sanction.
And since a certain day in October 1939 I have not written anymore without   
    drawing anymore either.
But what I draw
are no longer subjects from Art transposed from imagination to paper, they   
    are not affective figures, 
they are gestures, a verb, a grammar, an arithmetic, a whole Kabala, and one 
    that shits to the other, one that shits on the other, 
no drawing done on paper is a drawing, the reintegration of a strayed sensibility, 
it is a machine which has breath,
it was first a machine which at the same time has breath.
It is a search for a lost world 
and one that no human tongue integrates 
and the image of which on paper is no more than a tracing, 
    a sort of diminished

    copy.
For the real work is in the clouds
Words, no,
arid patches of breath which gives its full
but there where only the Last Judgement will be able to decide between
    values, 
the evidences,
as far as the text is concerned,
in the moulted blood of what tide
will I be able to make heard 
the corrosive structure, 
there where the drawing 
point by point
is only the restitution of a drilling,
of the advance of a drill in the underworld of the sempiternal latent body. 
But what a logomachy, no?
Couldn’t you light up your lantern a bit more, Mr. Artaud.
My lantern?
I say
that look ten years with my breath 
I’ve been breathing hard forms, 
  compact, 
  opaque, 
  unbridled, 
  without archings 
in the limbo of my body not made 
and which finds itself hence made
and that I find every time the 10,000 beings to criticize me, 
to obturate the attempt of the edge of a pierced infinite.

Such are in any case the drawings with which I constellate all my notebooks.

In any case
the whore,

oh the whore,
it’s not from this side of the world, 
it’s not in this gesture of the world, 
it’s not in a gesture of this very world
that I say
that I want and can indicate what I think,
and they will see it,
they will feel it,
they will take notice of it
through my clumsy drawings,
but so wily, 
and so adroit,
which say SHIT to this very world.

What are they?
What do they mean?

The innate totem of man.

Grigris to come back to man.

All breaths in the hollow, sunken
  pesti-fering 
  arcature 
of my true teeth.

Not one which is not a breath thrown with all the strength 
of my lungs 
with all the sieve 
of my respiration,

not one which does not respond to a real physiological activity,
which is not,
not its figurative translation
but something like an efficacious sieve,
on the materialized paper.
I am, it seems, a writer.
But am I writing?
I make sentences.
Without subject, verb, attribute or complement.
I have learned words,
they taught me things.
In my turn I teach them a manner of new behavior.
May the pommel of your tuve patten
entrumene you a red ani bivilt,
at the lumestin of the utrin cadastre.
This means that maybe the woman’s uterus turns red, when Van Gogh the 
    mad protester of man dabbles with finding their march for the 
    heavenly bodies of a too superb destiny. 
And it means that it is time for a writer to close shop, and to leave the written 
    letter for the letter.

        April 1947

Artaud
Ten years that language is gone...
Cahier 285 (Oeuvres pp. 1512-1516)

trans. Clayton Eshleman



 If all other formats seemed doomed to failure, the one me-
dium that Artaud never abandoned was paper itself. When he was at 
the Rodez psychiatric hospital he wrote in a letter to Jacques Latré-
molière, the doctor in charge of administering electroshock treatment: 
‘I have for a long time now, ceased to see anything outside the paper 
on which I write.’ (OC XI: 14). This was an attempt to convince Latré-
molière that ECT was no longer necessary, but takes on a much more 
specific meaning in relation to the work he was producing at the time; 
drawings and portraits that drew their figures right up against the sur-
face of the page, covered in holes, rhythmed by dots, cigarette burns, 
and the grain or the grid of the paper, scribbled through and disrupted. 
These drawings might be seen as the continuation of the spells he had 
begun to send in the late 1930s, objects that would, in the absence of 
his own body, perform a physical, protective or destructive purpose, 
magical objects designed to act, rather than to represent. The forces 
put into action in these drawings that spill out of the body onto the 
surface of the page are present in his writing, gesturing and vocalisa-
tions, never reaching completion or becoming a finished form, but 
always remaining in process, or in note-form.

 In the last few years of his life, Artaud filled 406 notebooks. 
The notebook bears witness to a particular form of physical presence, 
being portable, disposable, and malleable, and resisting completion 
and publication. More importantly for Artaud, the notebook is marked 
by traces of all kinds of bodily gestures that cannot be put into words. 
Artaud’s notebooks serve as a reminder of the conditions in which he 
lived, and he writes about these conditions at the same time as they 
materialize on paper. Not only does he write about laudanum, but 
we also see his handwriting deteriorate as their effect kicks in. There 
are no punctuation marks or capital letters, no beginning or end to 
the writing, as Artaud slips in and out of consciousness, and we can 
see stains from spilt liquids on the surface of the page. He writes of 
his lack of money, reminding us that the notebook is the cheapest 
medium. The notebooks all have creases down the middle, where he 
would fold them and shove them in his pocket when he went out so 
they would be instantly available at any given moment. These signs of 
the material context in which they came into being are as important as 
the words that describe them. Artaud never allows us to forget that his 
work comes from a suffering body, confined to psychiatric institutions 
during the second world war, malnourished from lack of food and in 
pain from a fractured vertebrae, an injury sustained from the convul-
sions caused by electroshock treatment.

 At the beginning of notebook 395, Artaud describes his crea-
tive process:

He decontracts
and ceases to pursue an inert object
he surrenders
abandons the idea of his body
but fixes a point more forcefully 
with a limb
or a (firm) finger (2006: 25)

Gesturing in space, contorting the body, and fixing this gesture on a 
specific point on the page, leaving a tiny dot or a series of small holes 
in the paper is the closest that Artaud can achieve to an expression of 
corporeal thought, outside language, but nonetheless inseparable from 
it, appearing alongside a description of the process. This is not the 
idea of the body then, but its direct expression, this is not a thought 

but the perpetually moving, never-ending thinking process, for which 
the surface of the page is not the site of form or finitude, but rather 
a site it traverses. Thought is a relation of surfaces, to be expressed 
through the act of scraping and to be read through the scum that is left 
over. In the absence of his own body, and considering the impossibil-
ity of actually carrying out the corporeal transformations that he calls 
for with the creation of a ‘body without organs’, perhaps the only truly 
organless body for Artaud becomes the material surface of the paper 
itself, as an extension of the body’s largest organ: its skin.

he joins his hands
and evades
the domain
of thought,
of the world
of arrested thought
and he enters into unlimited, moving thought
He doesn’t enter it
he is in it (2006: 41)

 The notebook for Artaud is the domain of unlimited thought, 
escaping the ‘word’ that arrests the thinking process, and denying it 
a discernable form, activating its capacity as a force, or a powerful, 
affective sign. The very last words that Artaud wrote, scrawled onto 
the pages of his final notebook, most likely written under the influ-
ence of chloral hydrate are written in note form, without punctuation. 
They read: ‘etc etc’. These are neither last words nor first words, but 
the sketch for an illusive oeuvre that is never to be complete, and an 
acknowledgement of the importance of incompletion, of failure, and 
of the present tense of writing. Notation always takes place in-between 
the body and the work, having a direct relationship to both. 

 Artaud’s writing becomes a suspension of the present. Like 
the notebook, it is the blueprint for an apocalyptic form of expres-
sion that has yet to materialise, or, to use the expression that reoccurs 
throughout his work, is always ‘not yet’ (‘pas encore’). 
     This movement of thought that undoes itself speaks in a language 
that has always already failed because it cannot signify; it cannot rep-
resent, cannot be reproduced, but can only bear witness to the fragility 
of the surface on which it is inscribed.
     The power of Artaud’s work, which completely resists this des-
ignation as ‘work’, lies in the fact that it has ‘not yet’ occurred; it is 
always on the brink of realisation. Artaud’s notes question the distinc-
tion between the product and the processes through which it comes 
into being, and they achieve this through their spectacular failure as 
‘work’, expressed with immediate, visceral ferocity. The battle against 
the organ-filled body in a material sense becomes a battle against the 
oeuvre and the impenetrability of its shiny, pristine presentation in 
print. Artaud’s body without organs is located in the holes, stains and 
scum stuck to, sprawling across and spilling out of the leaves of his 
fragile, anti-representative and anti-reproductive paper. 

Artaud, Selected Writings, trans. Helen Weaver, Berkeley, University 
of California Press, 1988.
Artaud, Oeuvres complètes, Paris, Gallimard, 1974-1994.
Artaud, Cahier. Ivry, janvier 1948 ed. Évelyne Grossman, Gallimard, 
Paris 2006

Notes on Artaud
Ros Murray

Excerpt from Old Food, 2017
Ed Atkins

Cauliflower florets, soft red onions from a blue crate, sea 
salt, mustard oil, mustard seeds, cumin, turmeric, nutmeg, 
white wine vinegar, sugar, a small group of purpling garlic 
cloves, oregano, bay, chilli if we had it. Cauliflowers were 
really great. Brained, crook broccoli; a damp mummified 
corpse of trees was tasty. Sometimes a chargrilled stroke 
victim? Sometimes a toddler’s prop: a slowed cheddar bog 
inuring insipidity but it was everyone’s favourite and it 
was simple for us to make. We encouraged everyone to 
try making it it was stupidly easy to make! And though 
necessity was the mother of invention, we ate an easy, 
sluggish cauliflower cheese clag for a good few years in 
the middle, when everything was especially difficult, fi-
nancially and so on. Profound poverty meant spongiform 
and otherwise compressed veg. Compressed as in coal or 
oil. Megafauna and prehistoric fiddleheads and sacrificed 
sons squished by millennia’s shining plate mit, armoured 
god. We had to drink the starless fluid that used to gur-
gle from a wound in a rock above the treeline. Black and 
umber, a profound nout. Weekends scouring furrowed 
mud brows near just over there, in a persistent drencher, 
slouched in shallow graves where a company of potatoes’ 
eyes shot grey burgeon thru ruddy mud gum, so gored or 
put out with an iron fork. We would pause there, on a squat 
scarp between peasant plots, naked and rain-slick, nothing 
else for it, each of us sagged by loads of blind potatoes in 
thin wet white pillowcases. We’d survey a dim prospect 
all over and feel that raw and irresolvable concretion of 
weakness squirm a little down there in our empty tums. 
Still, we’d remember, while foundering back down the 
bank, waylaid, that when chipped and fried and shuffled 
fresh into tabloid passels with a plentiful Sarson’s piddle 
and an extravagence of table salt. Everyone really liked 
chips with plenty frosty copas of cerveza. A nicely going 
head on a bright wallop. Chips hot and golden and flashing 
with fat, all crisped tips and scalding lint cores; big ones 
clunged together, a droopy dong between working fore-
fingers, vinegar bloated; splintery little shivs that rasped 
the palate; perfectly direct batons an even tan, exhaling a 
piping vinegar vape to rouse a prickle of sweat that run-
nelled through the caked coal dust. Frosty, hoppy lager 
spumed lovely chip pulp down everyone’s slake gullets. 
Hot & cold; fizz & flat earthy pap. Everyone who worked 
incredibly hard at their job enjoyed the chips. The peo-
ple, a hysterical chip pleasure over the course of that one 
lunchtime despite or because of the end of the chips’ glee-
ful trespass, then back to work. Recklessly stored energy 
soon squandered on the impossible job that totally broke 
you. Disentangling sundered fingers from a witchhazel 
thicket beside the butcher’s. Gratitude? was expressed 
in carefully drummed ordnance of some rejected carrion. 
We arrived in the dark, the night before winter solstice. 
Bound in blue tarp and torn rubble bags and glossy sup-
plements against the gale. Inside of a karst cave, heaving 
black spangled coverlet of juiceless bluebottles sucked 
and blewed enzymic cream icing over an indiscernible but 
goodly meat pile. Microtonal norro pitch shuft from with-
in the flies’ paper drone, like a holiday radio. Shooed with 
a flourish of our flaming torch then we unhesitating lay 
into it, uncertain of how to prepare carrion other than with 
a tenderising kicking, barefoot. A limestone sand, then, 
steeped with off-brown blood wrung in the kicking. A 
bristle of froze grass shew at the mouth, portending Christ 
or sprung from a zion. Schmaltz seeped from the pallid 
underside, where soft and perishable wobbled when we 
rolled it over, crusted with floor stuff. A generous spoon 
gouged simply duped on a slice of sour pumpernickel, slid 
under a medium grill. Served with sweet dolly bangles of 
raw onion just to gently contest the enervated fat in the 
mouth, that’s all. Hanks from the top pared afters bobbed 
in a hot brodo thickened with arrowroot meant a raging fe-
ver, Christmas figments hung in the air. We hauled all the 
meat outside in the morning. Dumped it among the lightly 
tortured roots of a beech and got sensible of the divine via 

sweet box dark berries and glossy leaves, 
winter aconite and hellebores sissyed the 
way back, astonishingly. Red berries to the 
east, then, snow dotted like hacked con-
sumption blood, pulmonary as the seasons 
then were. Rattling inhalation of our final 
planet was, past its autumn, winter cooling 
morsels of hot angel skeletons in earth’s 
mouth, pulling cooling atmospheres over 
the bones. Wooden molars ill champ, asif 
on prawn outsides, only angel bones like 
spun sugar chandeliers daubed in rot egg. 
Exhaled summers lapped yellow beaches 
paced by small taup crabs and the first hu-
mans, shredded and drenched in sunlight. 
Someplace else, presumably. Most of the 
time what we had was this raw pleural self-
supper brought up from inside ourselves 
like love. A sort of cud, chewed with some 
leaves from the drive and orrible, tear-
salted, retch-spazzed. Swallowed again 
and again and again, till it heaved up some 
vital purple organ and you had to go to a 
hospital then and have it removed or some-
times pronounced dead. Autocannibal-
ism seemed more virtuous and somehow 
easier, especially when you were given the 
choice of a really personable infant or one 
of your own wasted limbs. There was this 
big domestic utensil a bit like Hannah’s 
secateurs but for human limbs instead of 
penjing. It took three Operators to suf-
ficiently heat up then lower the top bit 
through a thigh then ratchet it to reset ready 
for another one. You used to have to wait 
a while between chopping and the people 
to chop, but that was out of a respect that 
we couldn’t really afford not for long. Also 
quite quickly everything was done by com-
puter, so. Instead we’d lavish morals? and 
energies on all kinds of sexual deviancy 
and also deeply felt hate for authority, also 
knowledge acquisition, abstract sense of 
unity. From the bed, beneath a lively quilt, 
Fridays’ a penitent wild rice pilaf, steamed 
branzino, fondling and kissing and this thin 
steam rising from the pilaf brought in on 
a tray to eat beneath the covers. Hannah’d 
boarded up the windows for good. 

Artaud le Momo. [Paris]: Bordas, 1947



To Jacqueline Breton, 17 September 1937 (Magic 
Spell, sent from Dublin):

17 - 9 - 2

I will send a Magic Spell
to the First One who dares to touch you.
I am going to beat
his little gob of a fake proud cock
to a pulp.
I am going to flay his arse in front of 100,000 people !
HIS PAINTING WHICH WAS 
NEVER VERY
STRIKING HAS NOW BECOME
DEFINITIVELY
                            BAD
HIS VOICE IS TOO UGLY

IT’S THE ANTICHRIST

[Notes: This protective ‘Magic Spell’ was sent directly 
to Jacqueline Breton, as opposed to Artaud’s hostile 
spell from Ireland sent indirectly to Lise Deharme, via 
André Breton (who kept it). The spell’s date is given 
in a form partly devised from kabbalistic calculations. 
The phrase ‘IT’S THE ANTICHRIST’ is underlined 
five times. It’s not known which painter Artaud had in 
mind as the Antichrist.]

 trans. Stephen Barber

2 tons of opium powder
1 ton of cocaine
1 ton of peyote
1 ton of hashish
1 ton of marihuana
100,000 tons of rice
100,000 tons of sugar
100,000 tons of coffee
100,000 tons of cocoa
100,000 tons of cinnamon
100,000 tons of garlic
100,000 tons of oil
100,000 tons of buck-wheat flour
100,000 tons of bananas
100,000 tons of dates
100,000 tons of tuna

100,000 tons of hazelnuts
100,000 tons of walnuts
100,000 tons of figs
100,000 tons of manioc
100,000 tons of Muscat grapes
200,000 tons of pistachios
100,000 tons of chickpeas
100,000 tons of almonds
300,000 tons of rats to stuff   

300,000 tons of mussels
300,000 tons of oysters
300,000 tons of snails

Artaud
Cahier 98, Rodez May 1946

trans. Catherine Petit & Paul Buck

   To Anne Manson, around 17 September 1937 (Letter, partly lost, sent from 
Dublin):

    Get going to the Deux Magots, Woman, betray me. Tell them there that I’m in 
Dublin so that they can come and capture me.
   But warn them too that they are going to get what is coming to them. And it will be 
unstoppable and WITHOUT Mercy.
    They need to know that I will not be coming back alone, but will have an army 
with me. If they believe me to be mad, megalomaniacal or maniacal, so much the 
worse for them. And if they believe that I am boasting, then they are imbeciles.
    Just tell them that for years now I’ve hated them, all of them and their political, 
social, moral, amoral and immoral ideas. Tell them that I consider them to be scoun-
drels and a set of cunts.
    Just tell them that I shit on the republic, on democracy, on socialism, on commu-
nism, on Marxism, on idealism, on materialism - whether it’s dialectical materialism 
or not, because I shit on dialectics too, and I’m going to give you further proof of 
that.
    I shit on the Popular Front and I shit on the Government of the Popular Alliance, I 
shit on the International Workingmen’s Association, in its 1st, 2nd and 3rd variants, 
but I also shit on the idea of a National Homeland, I shit on France and  on every last 
one of the French - with the exception of those to whom I’ve personally issued warn-
ings from here in Ireland and those with whom I’m in correspondence.
    The French - whether they believe themselves to be on the Right or on the Left - 
are all a bunch of cunts who want to own things, and in that stinking café to which 
I’m now sending you - where they all exhausted and exasperated me with their quar-
rels and their little self-interests - I never saw anyone except people who wanted to 
own things, people stuck in one place, stuck, petrified to the point of blindness by ex-
istence, and every one of them has spread their darkness over Existence. To the point 
of being driven crazy, I have had ENOUGH of them. Just tell them that, for me, there 
are no men of the left, but…

[Note: The end of the letter is lost.]

Artaud
Letter

trans. Stephen Barber

‘The body is a multitude driven wild, a kind 
of travelling-trunk with many compartments 
which can never have finished revealing what 
it conceals.’

trans. Stepen Barber 
Histoire Vécue d’Artaud - Momo

the beef, the veal, the lamb, 
the giraffe, the camel

Les nouvelles révélations de L’Être, Denöel, 1937



From Chapter 2. pp. 46 - 49 
Through the Digestive System 

   In a letter that Artaud wrote to Henri Parisot in 1945, in response to Parisot’s request 
to publish Artaud’s version of Carroll’s poem ‘Jabberwocky’ in his journal Les Quatre 
Vents, Artaud claims:

Je n’ai pas fait de traduction de Jabberwocky. J’ai essayé d’en traduire un fragment 
mais cela m’a ennuyé. Je n’ai jamais aimé ce poème qui m’a toujours paru d’un 
infantilisme affecté; j’aime les poèmes jaillis et non les langages cherchés. [...] Je 
n’aime pas les poèmes ou les langages de surface et qui respirent d’heureux loisirs et 
des réussites de l’intellect, celui-ci s’appuyât-il sur l’anus mais sans y mettre de l’âme 
ou du cœur. L’anus est toujours terreur, et je n’admets pas qu’on perde un excrément 
sans se déchirer d’y perdre aussi son âme, et il n’y a pas d’âme dans Jabberwocky.

(I haven’t done a translation of “Jabberwocky”. I tried to translate a piece of it, but 
it bored me. I’ve never liked this poem, which has always seemed to me affectedly 
childish; I like spontaneous poems, not artificial languages. [...] I don’t like surface 
poems or surface languages, works which speak of happy leisure hours and felicities 
of the intellect, the intellect in question was based on the anus, but without putting 
any soul or heart into it. The anus is always terror, and I cannot accept the idea of 
someone losing a bit of excrement without coming painfully close to losing his soul, 
and there is no soul in “Jabberwocky”.)

If Artaud’s texts bear witness to the practice of deliberately disrupting the surface, tearing 
it, poking holes, scraping, scratching and scribbling, Carroll’s writing is of the surface in 
the sense that it does not penetrate the page or render it fragile, simply remaining, ac-
cording to Artaud, passively within the boundaries of intellectual language, without any 
sense of real corporeal suffering. Artaud understands Carroll’s writing practice as a form 
of defecation, but one where expulsion is not a painful process. Artaud complains that 
‘Jabberwocky’ does not smell, and if all writing is shit, then it must stink, otherwise, he 
claims, it is the writing of a bourgeois man who can afford to eat well: ‘c’est l’œuvre d’un 
homme qui mangeait bien, et cela se sent dans son écrit [...] J’aime les poèmes qui puent 
le manque et non les repas bien préparés’ (‘it is the work of a man who ate well, and this 
comes through his writing. [...] I like poems that reek of hunger and not of well-cooked 
meals’).

Deleuze, in his interpretation of Artaud’s adaptations of Lewis Carroll, makes a clear 
distinction between the two: he reads Carroll as ‘le maître ou l’arpenteur des surfaces’ 
(‘master and the surveyor of surfaces’), whilst Artaud is ‘le seul à avoir été profondeur 
absolue dans la littérature’ (‘the only one to have reached absolute depth in literature).  

Deleuze argues that it is on the surface where the entire logic of sense is to be located, 
disrupted only by plunging into the depths of a text. As a surface language, Artaud saw 
Carroll’s made-up words as a light-hearted game rather than the violent disruption of 
processes of articulation that he sought to express through his own glossolalia, and indeed 
these adaptations coincide with the very first instances of glossolalia within Artaud’s writ-
ten texts and letters. Rather than translating Carroll’s portmanteau words faithfully, as 
words containing combinations of ideas, Artaud substituted them with entirely different 
verbal forms.
    The most radical departure from Carroll’s text occurs in the poem that Alice recites to 
Humpty Dumpty. In Carroll’s version this reads:

‘Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

 In Artaud’s version it becomes:

Il était Roparant, et les vliqueux tarands 
Allaient en gilroyant et en brimbulkdriquant

  Jusque-là òu la rourghe est a rouarghe a rangmbde et 
     rangmbde a rouaghambde:
Tous les falomitards etaient les chats-huants 
Et les Ghoré Uk’hatis dans le GRABÜG-EÛMENT.

Here we can see an example, particularly in the third line which is added in by Artaud and 
bears no resemblance to the original, of how the body becomes integrated into the trans-
lation process through guttural expulsions and sounds that mobilise the mouth, as if the 
words were being chewed; the articulation of these sounds requires the throat (‘/r/’), the 
nose (‘/m/’), the lips (‘/b/’) and the teeth (‘/d/’), but the sounds produced recall an intesti-
nal rumbling as well as a throaty gurgling or a mastication. Again, when Alice asks Dodu 
Mafflu (Artaud’s Humpty Dumpty) to translate words in Artaud’s version, these words 
become about bodily processes and indeterminate matter: ‘vliqueux’ (in Carroll ‘slithy’) 
is translated as ‘vif et visqueux, cela désigne des farcis liquides, des espèces de fourrés 
flasques, gélatineux, comme des œufs’ (‘bright and gooey, it designates liquid stuffings, 
kinds of flabby, gelatinous fillings, like eggs’), and ‘grabüg-eûment’ is ‘le bruit des co-
chons perdus’ (‘the sound of lost pigs’), another kind of digestive grunting. Artaud writes, 
of the poem ‘The Dear Gazelle’, which he also adapted, but without straying particularly 
from the original, that poetry is a process of regurgitation of thought:

II y a dans ce poème-ci un stade déterminatif des états par où passe le mot-matière 
avant de fleurir dans la pensée, et des opérations d’alchimie si l’on peut dire salivaire 
que tout poète au fond de sa gorge fait subir à la parole, musique, phrase, variation du 
tempo intérieur, avant de les régurgiter en matière pour le lecteur.

(There is in this poem a stage that determines the states through which the matter-word 
passes before flourishing in thought, and what one might call the salivary alchemical op-
erations that every poet subjects his speech, music, phrases and interior tempo variations 
to in the bottom of his throat, before regurgitating these into matter for the reader.)

Again, poetry becomes a digestive, regurgitative process, and this is where glossolalia 
comes in. Kristeva reads Artaud’s glossolalia as a process of disarticulation, dissolving 
symbolic meaning and with it destroying the unitary subject in favour of an a-subjective 
process: la glossolalie ou les “éructions” d’Artaud rejettent la fonction symbolique et 
dégagent les pulsions que cette fonction refoule pour se constituer’ (‘Artaud’s glossolalia 
and ‘eructations’ reject the symbolic function and mobilise the drives which this 

“Antonin Artaud
Scum of the Soul”

Ros Murray

function represses in order to constitute itself’). Expulsion is, she argues, a necessary part 
of this glossolalia. Alan Weiss also characterises Artaud’s glossolalic writing as a process 
of expulsion, when he draws attention to the fact that the sound /k/ is the one of the most 
frequent consonants in Artaud’s glossolalia. He argues, taking things a step further, that 
this sound has scatological implications not only because it recalls ‘le caca’ (‘poo’) but 
also because ‘the pronunciation of glottal occlusives creates a direct sub-glottal pres-
sure on the diaphragm and the intestines, thus facilitating defecation’. The gestural force 
exerted, if these plosive syllables are to be read out loud, implies the entire body, and 
even the digestive system, not just the voice. Elsewhere in Artaud’s work the /k/ sound is 
recurrent; here in the adaptations of Lewis Carroll, the glossolalia is more guttural, closer 
to a throaty gurgling than an anal expulsion. The distinction that Deleuze makes between 
surface (Carroll) and depth (Artaud) might be more simply understood as a distinction be-
tween intellectual and corporeal language: whilst Carroll produces text as œuvre, Artaud 
is more interested in regurgitated, formless matter.

maloussi toumi
tapapouts hermafrot.
emajouts pamafrot
toupi pissarot
rapajouts erkampfti

Ce n’est pas le concassement du language 
mais la pulvérisation hasardeuse du corps 
par des ignares qui

lokalu durgarane
lokarane alenin tapenim
anempfti
dur geluze
re geluze
re geluze
tagure
rigolure tsipi

OCXIV**

  There is nothing I abominate and shit upon so much as this 
idea of representation,
  that is, of virtuality, of non-reality,
  attached to all that is produced and shown,
  …as if it were intended this way to socialize and at the same 
time paralyse monsters, make the possibilities of explosive 
deflagration which are too dangerous for life pass instead by 
the channel of the stage, the screen or the microphone, and so 
turn them away from life.

OC. XIII pp. 258 - 259



   The “Ra-tée” of the inscription indicates 
something lost, as in “une occasion ratée”, 
a missed opportunity. But its meaning also 
extends to failures, worthless or hopeless en-
deavors and anything abandoned or aborted. 
I’ll leave it to the reader to decide if some-
thing “never real and always true”, when 
combined with “hopeless endeavors”, is con-
nected to Artaud’s continual struggles with 
Catholicism and faith. 

  Though “jamais reel…” is quite dense with 
figures, some of the most compelling are 
the set of objects in the upper right corner. 
There one finds four objects (the numbering 
is mine), relatively similar to one another and 
which might best be described as sharpened 
sticks, rods, daggers or shivs partially hidden 
beneath roughly rectangular coverings. 

   The furthest right of the assemblages seems 
to clearly indicate the blades and handles of 
two anthropomorphic knives resting beneath 
a blanket or cloth which, to my mind, is 
the closest this drawing comes to portray-
ing artefacts – specifically bocio - from the 
Dahomey-Benin of the inscription. 

   None of the current literature in English on 
Artaud contain reference to the author’s inter-
est in Benin and no mention of voudun other 
than his experience in Cuba with a “sor-
cerer”. And while there’s also no evidence 
that the objects portrayed in “jamais reel…” 
have any basis in reality, ie. that Artaud either 
saw, possessed or produced anything like the 
objects portrayed, it is widely known that 
tribal arts were important inspirations to art 
of the pre-war period and to Artaud’s friend/
not-friend Andre Breton in particular.

   There are many aspects to our understand-
ing of fetishes from Benin that Artaud might 
have found interesting enough to graft into 
his personal iconography. One translation 
of bocio from the Fon language is “empow-
ered (bo) cadaver (cio)”, connecting them 
quite firmly to the concept behind Artaud’s 
own “Daughters of the Heart, Unborn”. The 
French term for objects such as these is gris-
gris, the term Artaud himself used for the 
posted curses sent from Ireland. The intended 
purpose of the bocio within voudun culture 
is to protect their owners from danger and to 

exact revenge on those who have harmed the 
owners, purposes to which Artaud’s gris-gris 
were exactly charged with and the ends to 
which his summoned daughters were adjured. 

  Within Dahomey mythology, Mawu (alter-
nately: Mahu) is a creator goddess, associated 
with the sun and moon and in some myths, 
she is the twin sister-wife of the male god 
Lisa; in others, both deities are aspects of the 
same hermaphroditic or two-spirited deity, 
Mawu-Lisa. Though there is nothing in the 
Artaud corpus that suggests a concrete con-
nection to African artefacts, many aspects of 
the hermaphroditic symbolism similar to that 
of Mawu-Lisa occur in more than a few Ar-
taud’s writings (quite frequently in “Helioga-
balus”, for example, but also used to describe 
the god located within the peyote plant in 
“Voyage to the Land of the Tarahumara”).

   Incorporating these ideas I propose an in-
terpretation of bocio #4: that is composed of 
2 anthropomorphized daggers colored pink 
and blue, cultural codes for boy and girl. 
Somewhere between the rustic handles and 
the malicious blades though, underneath the 
presumably conjugal covers, the daggers 
have switched their gendered color attribu-
tions to make what seems to be the pairing 
of two contrasting/complimentary duo-sexed 
objects.

   It also seems that the knives are to be 
understood as whole objects rather than col-
lections of parts that have been/are being 
rearranged under their coverings. I believe 
the brown and blue spikes of figures #1 and 
#2 can be understood in the same way: as 
whole objects which, in passing underneath 
their covering layers, have switched positions 
from right to left and left to right.

   Within the depicted scale of handheld 
knives, the covering layer can be seen as a 
piece of fabric no bigger than a washcloth but 
possibly thicker than a handkerchief: dough, 
felt, skin or hide. There is an indication that 
the layer is malleable since it somewhat 
conforms to the shapes underneath and casts 
small shadows in places. Though partially 
concealing, the covering cloth is most likely 
meant to magically affect what it conceals: 
bending and twisting hard matter like spikes 

and switching boy-colored knives with girl 
ones. The magic, in other words, is not in 
what you can see but in what you are not al-
lowed to see. You can think a magician’s as-
sistant here, sawn in half and smiling at one 
end while wriggling her toes out the other. 

   In keeping within Artaud’s interests, one 
might also think of how tribes of North 
America (Taramara included) carried around 
the tools for their ritual magic in medicine 
bags: literally decorated pouches of animal 
hide containing feathers, bones, tobacco 
and herbs; anything needed or that would 
be necessary for rituals of blessing, healing, 
protection or tribute. The medicine bag or 
roll is not only the handy carrying case for 
magical objects but is also an integral and 
equally sacred binder, magical in itself and 
holding together ritual objects which might 
otherwise lose their power if separated. The 
potential powers within these medicine kits 
was also understood to bring serious conse-
quences if seen by an enemy or handled by a 
non-initiate.

   In a similar manner, the bocio of Benin are 
combinations of discrete objects – usually 
carved wooden figures or figurally-handled 
knives – and it is this binding together of 
whole objects that harnesses and compells 
their supernatural power. (see Timothy Insoll, 
“Material Explorations in African Archaeol-
ogy. UK: Oxford University Press, 2015

   The act of being magically bound makes it 
seem rather conspicuous that the four objects 
in Artaud’s drawing are meant to serve as the 
ra-tée of the inscription. And certainly the 
author’s search in Mexico for an alternate 
and “unpolluted” form of monotheism as 
well as his journey to Ireland in possession of 
a sacred Christian object (only to find himself 
firing off unholy curses to distant friends) all 
reveal urgent needs and desires to believe. 
But for Artaud, belief simultaneously exposes 
and condemns the magically trans.forma-
tive effects of divine workings – whether by 
peyote shamans, African voudon priests or 
Christian church relics – on the souls of mod-
ern man. 

 Antonin Artaud,  “never real and always true / not art but the ra-tée of Soudan and Dahomey” (1946)
Richard Hawkins

Detail from Antonin Artaud, “never real and always true / not art but the ra-tée of Soudan and Dahomey” (1946)

Artaud le Momo. [Paris]: Bordas, 1947
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Stephen Barber
Pierre Guyotat: Revolutions & Aberrations

Published by Vauxhall&Company, 2016 
Softback, 74pp, 210 x 165 cm
Numbered edition of 500
ISBN 978-0-9928355-2-1
£12.00 GBP

From his first books of the 1960s – such as Tomb 
for Five Hundred Thousand Soldiers and Eden, 
Eden, Eden – to his recent books such as Coma 
(2006), Pierre Guyotat’s seminal work has deeply 
marked and transformed that of innumerable 
artists and writers in many countries beyond 
France itself. With its focus extending from his 
novels to his work in film, art and performance, 
this illuminating collection of seven texts – 
drawn from encounters and conversations with 
Pierre Guyotat over a period of close to thirty 
years – explores his driving preoccupations 
and experimentations, with corporeality and 
vision, conflict and warfare, sex and the entity of 
language, activism and revolution, hallucination 
and aberration.

Publication No 1 - June 2014

Pierre Klossowski
The Immortal Adolescent

This book, his last, broke more than twenty years of silence from Pierre 
Klossowski the writer. Its origin: a commission in 1992 for a play by a 
Viennese theatre. Fascinated since childhood by this mode of expres-
sion, Klossowski immediately saw the character Ogier from The Bapho-
met on stage and set to work once again at his writing desk. However, 
time had enriched his imagination, and aided by the excitement of a 
dramaturgical finality, he reworked his novel intently. The commission 
running aground, he transformed the scenario into a récit. From the 
succession of metamorphoses The Immortal Adolescent was born. Today 
it presents itself as undauntedly identical to its first model as totally 
different from it. Such is the game of the cycle of time.

Translated by Paul Buck and Catherine Petit 
Published by Vauxhall&Company
2014 
68pp. 245 x 310 mm
Numbered edition of 150
ISBN: 978-0-9928355-0-7 
£60.00 GBP

Translated by Paul Buck and 
Catherine Petit 
Published by 
Vauxhall&Company 2014
174pp. 190 x 125 mm
Numbered edition of 250
ISBN: 
978-0-9928355-1-4
£19.50 GBP

Colette Thomas, one of Antonin Artaud’s “daughters of the heart” flashed 
briefly before an unsuspecting Parisian literary world after the war… then 
vanished. The book she published in 1954, under the pseudonym René, 
comprised letters to Antonin Artaud, accounts of her own early incarcera-
tion and suffering, along with tales wrenched from her tortured being. 
Despite some attention and knowledge of her book there has been no new 
French edition of Le Testament de la Fille morte. This translation is the first 
chance for the English-language reader to access the work. 
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The Testament of the dead Daughter
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Pierre Guyotat
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Translated by Graham Fox
Published by Vauxhall&Company, 2017
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ISBN 978-0-9928355-3-8
£20.00 GBP 

First published in France in 1970, immediately greeted by both furore and acclaim, today 
Eden, Eden, Eden is recognised as one of the major works of the last century. 
 
This edition is a much-revised translation of the out of print English version originally 
published in 1995. It also includes new translations of the original prefaces by Michel 
Leiris, Roland Barthes and Philippe Sollers, plus a postface by Paul Buck.

VAUXHALL&COMPANY

In 1979 Pierre Guyotat decided to make a recording 
of his recently completed but still unpublished text Le 
Livre. 150 hours of studio time was taken up during the 
course of that summer to arrive at this final recording. It 
would be another five years before Gallimard published 
Le Livre.
 
Guyotat has stated: “I am aware that what I do in Le Livre 
cannot be readily understood without my speaking the 
text, pronouncing it publicly. How much time then must 
I wait until this work is really read and understood as an 
object to be read with the eyes? This material I produce 
is strange even to me, 
actually, because there are really no criteria to measure it 
with, especially as it cannot be categorised as literature.”
 
This is the first time these recordings have been commer-
cially released. This edition is limited to 200. A further 
25 with silk screened covers and containing a facsimile 
of a manuscript page from Le Livre, signed and num-

PIERRE GUYOTAT

Le Livre

Disc One Disc Two Disc Three

Side A 18:30 Side C 15:39  Side E 20:05 

Side B 19:11 Side D 22:22 Side F 15:42

Voice Pierre Guyotat. Recorded Paris summer 1979
Engineer Guy Bezançon
Collection Bibliothèque nationale de France
© Editions Gallimard 1984
This edition © Cabinet London 2017
ISBN 978-0-9928355-4-5
Edition of 200 - £75.00 GBP

Limited edition of 25, with signed and numbered 
lithograph - £1,200.00 GBP

All orders please email art@cabinetltd.demon.co.uk

C A B I N E T

CALL FOR TEXTS

Anonymous Writing Anthology

Cabinet Gallery are seeking submissions for a new anthology 
of anonymous writing. To ensure anonymity, these submissions 
will only be accepted via the following two addresses: 

anon.to/ohIedr

anonmwrlmrd3drx6.onion 

Writing of any genre, form or length—(non-)fiction, poetry, 
play, letter, novel, story, manifesto etc.— will be accepted 
as long as its author (or authors if collectively written) 
remains nameless and unknown. Anonymous writing can be un-
derstood variously as writing whose authorship is unknown or 
withheld, whether individually or collectively produced. As 
a state of being or identity, anonymity differs from pseudo-
nymity, in that the latter employs a particular signature, 
where the former does not, as anonymous is always anonymous, 
always the same denomination. This suggests different modes 
of dissemblance in relation to time and circumstance where 
an author latterly reveals themselves or are revealed by 
others for a future readership as opposed to those who don’t 
and to those who are not.

Ed Atkins (Oxford, 1982) is an artist and writer, living and working 
in Berlin. Recent exhibitions include Old Food at Martin Gropius Bau, 
Berlin, Safe Conduct at SMK, Copenhagen, Ed Atkins at Castello Di 
Rivoli, Turin and Recent Ouija at Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. Ed 
Atkins will have a solo exhibition at Cabinet Gallery in Spring 2018.
Ros Murray is Lecturer in French at King’s College London. Dr 
Murray held research posts at the University of Manchester and 
Queen Mary University of London, where she taught in French and 
film, before joining King’s as a lecturer in 2016. Her book Antonin 
Artaud: The Scum of the Soul (Palgrave, 2014) explored Artaud’s 
work in relation to questions of materiality and intermediality, taking 
a comparative approach to his theatre, film, drawings, notebooks and 
manifestos. 
Samantha Marenzi - Following a dissertation on Antonin Artaud, she 
published the book Antonin Artaud e Colette Thomas (Bulzoni, 2013). 
A research fellow and adjunct professor in Iconography of dance and 
theatre at Roma Tre University. As a dancer, she trained with several 

Japanese Butō performers.
Stephen Barber is the author of many books, 
including Antonin Artaud: Blows and Bombs (Faber 
& Faber). He is a research professor at the Kingston 
School of Art, Kingston University, and co-director 
of the Visual and Material Culture Research Centre 
there.
Richard Hawkins. Artist. b.1961, Mexia TX. 2017-
18 Hayden Distinguished Fellow, Yale University. 
Represented by Galerie Daniel Buchholz, Koln/Berlin 
and Greene-Naftali, New York. Lives and work in Los 
Angeles.
Paul Buck has done his best not to live and write at 
the cliff’s edge for more decades than is practical. 
Just published: Recollection & Misunderstanding 
(Veer); Library: a suitable case for treatment (Ma 
Bibliothèque).
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I abject all signs.

This live event will comprise readings 
of new translations of Artaud, as well as 
talks addressing specific aspects of his 
work.

Initiated by Stephen Barber / 
Kingston University, this event is 
presented by Cabinet in association with 
Vauxhall&Company.

I create only machines of instant utility.”
“

“The whole thing was composed very quickly, as though all I had 
to do was transcribe a dictation, or better still, as though I were 
describing it as a play 1 was watching, leaving out none of the 
words which the poses of the actors suggested to me, so that I actu-
ally felt as though I were right there listening to them speak.”

Pierre Klossowski

 Brought forth in an egalitarian way, or almost, beings and things are offered here for noth-
ing more than what they are in the strict reality of their physical presence, animated or not: humans, 
animals, clothes and other utensils thrown in a mêlée in a way close to panic, that evokes the myth of 
eden because it obviously has for stage a world without morals or hierarchy, where desire is the rule 
and nothing can be declared precious or repugnant. 

 An implicit poetry that is sometimes replaced by an explicit poetry: those moments when, 
above the magma only disturbed by the quest for fulfilment led by each protagonist, human words 
appear, all the more moving for they seem to emerge – as if by miracle – from a layer of existence in 
which all words have been abolished. 

Michel Leiris

UNCOORDINATED GESTICULATION – 
HORIZONTAL BACK – LEGS TENSED AND 
NERVOUS SUDDENLY TUCKED UNDER 
THEN RELAXED – HARDENED MUSCLES – 
NERVES DISLOCATED – INNER DIS-
ENGAGEMENT. – SCREAMS – THE BUST 
RISES BETWEEN THE LEGS TUCKED 
UNDER – THE HEAD APPEARS – IT LOLLS 
– THE HAIR HANGS – THEN AN ARM RISES 
INTO THE AIR – THE HAND SWAYS AND 
BRACES ITSELF LIKE A CLAW. BUT THE 
TENDON SLACKENS – AND THE EYES 
ROLL LIKE THE HEAD, BACKWARDS, 
WITH THE BODY INANIMATE – ALREADY 
THE LEGS HAVE RESUMED THEIR 
THRASHING IN THE AIR – THE BEING 
SCREAMS – BUT HER EYES ARE EMPTY – 
AND YET THEY ARE OPEN AND SEE.

I am not sure that the world might 
not be threatened by his death. When 
he was alive there remained still 
some indescribable architecture in 
the sky and that cathedral which 
will collapse one day soon, he used 
to say, I defy you to glimpse it again 
in the fog. When solitude increases 
there are only ruins left all around.

Jacques Prevel

René
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